ON the industrial battlefront today, Philco is carrying on the fight in the field of electronics. The brains and ingenuity of its research engineers, which have contributed so much to the entertainment, comfort and convenience of America, are now devoted to the task of making America strong . . . and victorious.

The men and women of its electronic laboratories and assembly lines are now creating and producing highly specialized communication devices and intricate radio equipment for tanks and airplanes. Its diversified manufacturing facilities are devoted to the production of industrial storage batteries, fuzes and shells.

Victory worth while for a mankind that is free!

** ** **

Free Limited Offer . . . While available, a full size reproduction of the original drawing by Sid Hix will be furnished gladly upon request. Simply address Philco Corporation, Philadelphia, Penna., and ask for Cartoon Number 10K.

America is conserving its resources for Victory. As you save on sugar, rubber, gasoline and all products of peace-time consumption, remember too to preserve the use of the things you own. Through its national service organizations, Philco offers, at reasonable and uniform charges, the means of prolonging the life of Philco products.

RADIOS, PHONOGRAPH, REFRIGERATORS, AIR CONDITIONERS, RADIO TUBES  ** INDUSTRIAL STORAGE BATTERIES FOR MOTIVE POWER, SIGNAL SYSTEMS, CONTROL AND AUXILIARY POWER